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Abstract—Recently an impressive development in immersive
technologies, such as Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality
(VR) and 360° video, has been witnessed. However, methods
for quality assessment have not been keeping up. This paper
studies quality assessment of 360° video from the cross-lab
tests (involving ten laboratories and more than 300 participants)
carried out by the Immersive Media Group (IMG) of the Video
Quality Experts Group (VQEG). These tests were addressed
to assess and validate subjective evaluation methodologies for
360° video. Audiovisual quality, simulator sickness symptoms,
and exploration behavior were evaluated with short (from 10
seconds to 30 seconds) 360° sequences. The following factors’
influences were also analyzed: assessment methodology, sequence
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duration, Head-Mounted Display (HMD) device, uniform and
non-uniform coding degradations, and simulator sickness assessment methods. The obtained results have demonstrated the
validity of Absolute Category Rating (ACR) and Degradation
Category Rating (DCR) for subjective tests with 360° videos,
the possibility of using 10-second videos (with or without audio)
when addressing quality evaluation of coding artifacts, as well
as any commercial HMD (satisfying minimum requirements).
Also, more efficient methods than the long Simulator Sickness
Questionnaire (SSQ) have been proposed to evaluate related
symptoms with 360° videos. These results have been instrumental
for the development of the ITU-T Recommendation P.919. Finally,
the annotated dataset from the tests is made publicly available
for the research community.
Index Terms—Quality of Experience, 360° video, subjective
test, methodology, simulator sickness, dataset

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recent years have witnessed many impressive technological
and scientific advances in fields such as Augmented Reality
(AR), Virtual Reality (VR), and immersive communication
systems, such as 360° video, multiview video, immersive
audio-haptic systems, etc. The availability of these technologies is paving the way to some extremely appealing new applications and services in different domains, such as entertainment, communications, social relations, healthcare, and industry. The interest in such services and their potential impact on
society and economy are enormous. The technology revolution
led to a significant growth of the telepresence/AR/VR market,
which is predicted to become a multi-billion business [1], [2].
The users of these new technologies can explore and experience the contents in a more interactive and personalized
way than previous technologies [3], intensifying their sensation of “being there”. These new perceptual dimensions
and interaction behaviors provided by immersive technologies, together with the new challenges concerning the whole
processing chain (i.e., from acquisition to rendering), require
an exhaustive study and understanding in order to satisfy the
demands and expectations of the users [4]. In this sense, the
research on evaluation of Quality of Experience (QoE) allows,
on one side, the extraction of useful outcomes to optimize the
audiovisual systems, and on the other side, to identify possible
inconveniences that deteriorate the user experience and hinder
the success of emerging technologies, such as 360° video [5].
To evaluate the end-users’ QoE, subjective experiments are
usually performed following standard methodologies, such
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as the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) recommendations, designed explicitly for particular technologies
or services. Although several subjective experiments with
immersive media technologies have been already published
in the literature, the majority apply assessment methodologies
initially designed for 2D video, and there is still the lack
of an international recommendation for 360° video, like the
ones existing for images [6], video [7], and 3D video [8].
Thus, a revision of the QoE evaluation methods designed for
previous technologies is required to develop robust and reliable
methodologies for immersive media technologies.
Also, to foster the research and development of immersive
media, it is essential to access databases with appropriate
contents and users’ data from subjective experiments. This
allows the reproducibility of the research, the comparison of
results from different tests, and the development of models to
estimate the QoE of the users of immersive technologies.
Taking this into account, a cross-lab test was carried out
within the Immersive Media Group (IMG)1 of the Video
Quality Experts Group (VQEG) with the following objectives:
•

To validate and recommend test methodologies to evaluate the audiovisual quality of 360° videos, taking into
account:
– The duration of the test sequences, considering short
ones (10-30 seconds). Longer sequences, which may
entail the evaluation of other aspects such as presence, immersion, etc. are left for future work.
– Influence factors such as the Head-Mounted Display
(HMD), the source content characteristics, and the
impact of uniform and non-uniform artifacts.

•

To recommend methods to assess simulator sickness,
considering:
– One multi-item questionnaire (SSQ or derivation
from it), or one single-question item.
– When/how to assess simulator sickness and how to
process and analyze the results.

•

To generate and publish a dataset of subjectively assessed
360° content for future research, which is available in the
databases section of the VQEG website.

The fulfilment of these objectives has supported the development of the recent ITU-T Recommendation P.919 [9].
This recommendation provides guidelines for subjective test
methodologies for 360° video on HMDs, in line with the
recommendations ITU-R BT.500 [6], ITU-T P.910 [10], and
ITU-T P.913 [7] for 2D video, and ITU-T P.915 [8] for
3D video. This paper presents the details of the subjective
experiment and the results that supported the majority of the
guidelines included in the new recommendation.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
provides an overview of related works in the state-of-theart. Section III provides a detailed description of the test
setup, whose main results are provided in Section IV. Finally,
Section V exposes the main conclusions of the work.
1 www.its.bldrdoc.gov/vqeg/projects/immersive-media-group
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II. R ELATED W ORK
A. QoE and immersive media technologies
QoE [11] is “the degree of delight or annoyance of the user
with an application or service. It results from the fulfilment
of his or her expectations concerning the utility and enjoyment of the application or service in the light of the user’s
personality and current state”, as defined by EU Cost Action
1003 Qualinet [12], which has now also been standardised
by the ITU in the recommendation P.10/G.100 [13]. This
definition goes beyond the traditional QoE research (carried
out by the telecommunication community) and overlaps with
the User Experience (UX)2 research tradition from the HumanComputer Interaction (HCI) community. In fact, the QoE community is in the process of embracing some of the more usercentric and UX-like methods, especially due the emergence
of immersive media technologies, which are offering the end
users more interactive and personalized experiences. Thus,
the term Quality of User eXperience (QUX) has been introduced [14]. In this sense, the role of QUX is twofold. On the
one hand, the technologies developed for the next-generation
of immersive communications need to be user-centric. On the
other hand, new standardised evaluation methodologies are
needed to assess developed technologies’ QUX.
When services become truly immersive, the impact of the
influence factors, as described in Reiter et al. [15], becomes
crucial to consider. In this regard, in addition to human
and perceptual factors, several system factors influence the
users’ new immersive experiences [16]. For instance, hardware
solutions for immersive environments are also associated with
UX issues, such as large and bulky HMDs leading to user discomfort (e.g., eye-strain, dizziness, fatigue and nausea) [17].
The acquisition, compression, and transmission of immersive
data are also emerging problems that must be solved efficiently
to correctly deal with the target applications [5]. In this sense,
the research community is active in studying the QoE of
the users of immersive technologies, including international
groups and organisations, such as Qualinet [4], the Moving
Picture Expert Group (MPEG) [18], the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) [19]–[21], the ITU [16], and
the VQEG.
The VQEG [22], [23] is an international and independent
organisation of technical experts in perceptual video quality
assessment from industry, academia and government organisations. The main goals of the VQEG are to advance the field
of perceptual video quality assessment, establish best practices
for subjective experiments, conduct large scale subjective
experiments, and evaluate new assessment metrics and models.
The VQEG pursues several objectives, and one of them is to
support standardisation work. Based on results produced by
the VQEG, more than twenty-five international recommendations on video quality have been approved by the ITU [24],
[25]. The VQEG has initiated related research projects: IMG,
Quality Assessment for Computer Vision Applications (QaCoViA), and Key Performance Indicators for 5G (5GKPI).
2 QoE is strongly related to but different from the field of UX, which also
focuses on users’ experiences with services.
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This research could impact QoE and QUX standardisation in
global bodies such as ITU-T [16] or IEEE [19]–[21].
In particular, the IMG researches on quality assessment of
immersive media, with the main goals of generating immersive
media content datasets, validating subjective test methods, and
providing guidelines for QoE evaluation of immersive systems,
including 360° content, virtual/augmented/mixed reality, 3D
content, free-viewpoint video, multiview technologies, light
field content, etc. Apart from welcoming contributions related
to any of these topics, during the last years several members
of the IMG have been jointly working on a test plan for the
cross-lab tests presented in this paper. The work presented
here has been instrumental in the development of the recent
recommendation ITU-T P.919 [9].
B. Subjective and objective methods for quality assessment of
360° videos
Different subjective quality assessment methodologies have
been standardised and widely used to evaluate the quality
of videos on computer screens or TVs. These include the
Double-Stimulus Continuous Quality-Scale (DSCQS) method,
the Double-Stimulus Impairment Scale (DSIS) method (also
known as Degradation Category Rating (DCR) [7]), the Absolute Category Rating methods (ACR), and the ACR with
Hidden Reference (ACR-HR) [6], [10]. However, the equivalent standards for 360° videos are non-existent, and only
some works in the literature have proposed guidelines based on
experience [26]. Mainly, the existing works in the state-of-theart have been using those methods (e.g., ACR and ACR-HR),
originally developed for 2D content [27], to subjectively evaluate omnidirectional video and image quality [28]–[32]. However, there have been few proposals of methodologies modified
for 360° video. For example, Fremerey et al. proposed the
Modified Pair-Comparison (M-PC) method to evaluate slight
perceptual differences [33], [34], while Singla et al. proposed
the Modified-ACR (M-ACR) method [35], and compared it
with the DSIS and ACR methodologies, finding that DSIS is
statistically more reliable [36].
As for the subjective test methodologies, the objective
metrics for the instrumental evaluation of 360° video quality already reported in the state-of-the-art are based on the
proposals originally developed for 2D content [37]. Most
of the solutions are adaptations of either Peak Signal-toNoise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity Index (SSIM), and
Multi Scale-SSIM (MS-SSIM), such as Spherical PSNR (SPSNR) [38], Weighted to Spherically PSNR (WS-PSNR) [39],
Area Weighted spherical PSNR (AW-PSNR) [40], Craster
Parabolic Projection PSNR (CPP-PSNR) [41], Omnidirectional Video PSNR (OV-PSNR) [42], Weighted-SSIM (WSSIM), and Weighted MS-SSIM (WMS-SSIM) [28]. Recently,
Video Multimethod Assessment Fusion (VMAF)3 has been
considered one of the most robust metrics for traditional
contents, and its application on 360° videos has been validated
and compared to other metric adaptations [43], and new
specific models for 360° content are being developed based on
machine-learning approaches [44]. Despite the usefulness of
3 https://github.com/Netflix/vmaf
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these metrics in providing quality estimations, further research
is required, given that QoE factors are not always considered
within their frameworks, and therefore do not necessarily
correspond to what users perceive.
C. Assessment of audiovisual quality with 360° videos
Several studies have been already carried out addressing
factors influencing the audiovisual quality of 360° videos. For
instance, a great effort in the literature focuses on designing
coding and transmission schemes that improve QoE with
bandwidth limitations, proposing to provide higher quality
to the Field of View (FoV) that corresponds to the area in
the HMD where the user is looking at. Thus, the content
is partitioned spatially in tiles and temporally in segments,
providing multi-quality scenes [45], [46]. In this sense, Muñoz
et al. [47] proposed a methodology to monitor the quality
perceived by users based on the FoV. Other studies focused
on the impact of frame rate on 360° video quality [33], [34],
[48], concluding that a higher frame rate could have a positive
impact on the overall perceived 360° video quality. However,
further research is required on how this type of coding and
transmission schemes affects observers [5].
Another essential aspect when visualising 360° content is
the influence of the HMD on the audiovisual quality. For
instance, Zhang et al. [49] investigated the resolution of the
source 360° video needed to guarantee a per-pixel presentation
according to the FoV and resolution of the HMD screen.
Singla et al. [30] found that HTC Vive provides slightly better
audiovisual quality than Oculus Rift. Orduna et al. [31] also
compared two HMDs (Samsung Gear VR and Lenovo Mirage
Solo), without finding significant differences between the perceived quality. However, they obtained significant differences
between the usability of the evaluation mechanism, touchpad
and handheld controller, respectively, showing that to use the
controller is more natural for the participants. In this sense,
another aspect being analysed is the way of collecting the
responses from the participants during the subjective test.
Participants can rate the sequences using a controller or
touchpad of the HMD [50], avoiding removing the goggles.
Additionally, it can be recorded on a paper [30], verbally [35],
[36], [51], [52], or online using a web application [53].
Moreover, the users’ freedom to explore 360° content
adds another variable to the influence of a crucial factor in
subjective video quality assessment: the duration of the test
sequences. On one side, the designers of subjective QoE tests
have to balance time constraints and limits of human attention
and fatigue to measure the phenomenon under investigation.
Typically, video quality subjective tests use short sequences
(e.g., 8-10 seconds) [7], [54], especially when the performance
of some systems or algorithms (e.g., encoders) are under
evaluation. On the other side, using short sequences is far
from real video consumption scenarios, since most people do
not watch television or 360° video in 10-second intervals [55].
Thus, real-life scenarios and QoE definition [12], [56] provide
arguments supporting the use of longer sequences that can
attract the interest of the participants in the tests and immerse
them in the narrative [57]–[60]. Other research questions
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motivate the use of stimuli longer in duration than is typical
in standard tests allowing to study a more realistic experience
and deeper user engagement [61] or higher-order cognitive
processes [62]. Additionally, users of 360° videos may spend
some time at the beginning of the sequence to explore the
whole scene before focusing on the assessments [63], [64].
Furthermore, although in many cases, the test sequences in
subjective quality experiments are watched by the participants
without audio, subjective studies have shown that it can influence the perceived quality, and that the degradations affecting
(jointly or separately) the audio and video signals impact the
user QoE [60], [65], [66]. Thus, objective metrics have been
developed trying to model the overall audiovisual quality [65]–
[67]. This influence can be emphasized when visualising
360° videos, given that audio can impact the exploration and
attention of the observers [68]–[71], thus, possibly influencing
the quality assessments. Also, in immersive environments, to
wear headphones enhances the involvement of the user [72]
and can reduce simulator sickness [73].
D. Assessment of simulator sickness with 360° videos
When watching VR stimuli with HMDs, the users may
suffer from cybersickness or simulator sickness [74], which
can be worse with moving or dynamic stimuli [75]. In order
to evaluate the related symptoms, the most popular method
is the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) developed by
Kennedy et al. [76]. It consists of 16 symptoms grouped by
three factors (oculomotor, nausea, and disorientation). It has
been successfully applied to video quality tests. For instance,
it was used to study the symptoms caused by 3D content,
showing a significant increase in symptoms after viewing
long stereoscopic 3D videos [77], and after watching 3D
content on a 3DTV and with immersive 3D glasses (a kind of
HMD), although in a different way for the two 3D viewing
technologies [78]. The SSQ has been also used lately to study
the possible symptoms caused by viewing 360° videos. For
example, Singla et al. [30] investigated the impact of resolution, HMDs, and content on simulator sickness symptoms,
and found that resolution and contents have a statistically
significant impact on the scores of the SSQ.
Given that the SSQ was originally developed to deal with
military flight simulators, more appropriate alternatives have
been investigated to be used with immersive technologies, such
as VR. For example, Kim et al. [79] proposed the Virtual
Reality Sickness Questionnaire (VRSQ). It was derived from
the SSQ by reducing the number of symptoms from 16 to 9,
grouped by two factors (oculomotor and disorientation). Also,
Cybersickness Questionnaire (CSQ) was proposed by Stone
III et al. [80], derived from the SSQ by retaining only nine
symptoms, also grouped by two factors (dizziness and difficulty focusing). In addition, there are quite a few single-scale
questions such as Fast Motion Sickness Scale (FMS) [81],
Misery Scale Index (MISC) [82], Vertigo scale [83], and Short
SSQ [84] that can be used to assess sickness. This Short SSQ
was compared to the long SSQ [76] in a subjective quality
test with 360° videos, carried out by Singla et al. [85]. Their
results showed that to investigate the impact of individual
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technical factors (e.g., bitrate, resolution, etc.) the SSQ should
be used, while the Short SSQ can replace it to differentiate
videos causing low or high simulator sickness.
E. Datasets of 360° videos
In recent years, several studies have been published proposing different datasets for 360◦ content [86]. For instance, the
Joint Video Exploration Team (JVET) created datasets with sequences (in uncompressed format) of 10 seconds for research
on 360° video encoding [87], [88]. Also, several databases
can be found in the literature with associated ratings of visual
quality [31], [32], [89], [90], presence [31], [64], valence and
arousal [91], and simulator sickness [31], [64], [90], [92]. In
addition, many of these datasets also include data related to
head movements [90], [92]–[97] and eye movements [63] of
the participants.
Furthermore, 360° sequences can also be downloaded from
online platforms such as YouTube, Arte, and from project
repositories, such as ImmersiaTV4 . However, they are not
available in uncompressed or very high-quality versions, and
they may have copyright restrictions. Taking this into account,
and considering that for our tests we required free, high-quality
videos, with at least 30 seconds of duration, and covering a
wide range of spatial, temporal and exploration properties, a
new dataset was collected, which is made publicly available
with quality and simulator sickness annotations and headrotation data collected form the cross-lab experiment.
III. S UBJECTIVE E XPERIMENT
A. Test Conditions
According to the objectives reported in Section I, the nine
test conditions shown in Table I were established to be evaluated in the cross-lab tests, including: two test methodologies
(ACR and DCR), test videos of 10, 20 and 30 seconds, and
different HMDs (desktop, mobile, tethered, untethered, etc.),
methods to collect observers’ ratings, and using sequences
with and without audio. The selected test conditions cover
factors influencing the assessment of audiovisual quality,
including the impact of spatial degradations (e.g., coding
artifacts), which is commonly done with short sequences [7].
Several other factors influence the overall QoE of the users
when watching 360° videos [16], such as immersion [64] or
temporal degradations (e.g, transmission degradations [45],
latency [98], etc.), which may require longer sequences to
be properly evaluated [58]–[60], and were out of the scope
of the test campaign presented in this paper. In addition,
given that even with short sequences the users may experience
simulator sickness, different questionnaires were considered to
analyze how and when to assess it during the test session. The
following subsections provide details on these test conditions
and the experimental setups used in the tests.
B. Test Stimuli
Eight 360° videos of 30 seconds were used as source
sequences (SRCs) in the tests. They were all in equirectangular
4 http://www.immersiatv.eu/project-outcomes/datasets/
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TABLE I: Distribution of the nine test conditions and participant laboratories.
ID
A
B
C
D
E

Test Condition
Video duration
Video duration
Video duration
Video duration
Video duration

Methodology
ACR
ACR
DCR
DCR
ACR

Lab
Wuhan
AGH
Roma3
CWI
Surrey

F

Influence of HMD (desktop/mobile,
High/low resolution)

ACR

UPM & Nokia

ACR

G
H
I

Influence of HMD (Tethered vs.
untethered)
Influence of audio (Videos with vs.
without audio)
Influence of scoring method (App. vs.
voice)

HMDs
HTC Vive
Oculus Rift
HTC Vive
Oculus Rift
HTC Vive
GearVR vs.
HTC Vive vs.
HTC Vive Pro

Num. of PVSs
64
40
40
30
48

PVSs’ Length
10s & 20s
20s & 30s
10s & 20s
20s & 30s
10s & 30s

48

20s

Ghent

HTC Vive Pro

48

20s

ACR

RISE

HTC Vive

48

20s

ACR

TU Ilmenau

HTC Vive Pro

48

20s

TABLE II: Properties of the source sequences.
Name (ID)

NokiaDojo (ND)*

NokiaFlamenco (NF)

CheerLeading (CL)*

BrazilMusic (BM)

3840x2160, 30fps
Nokia
Video of an indoor sport
course, with ambient audio.
Contains stitching artifacts.
VSenseLuther (VL)

3840x2160, 30fps
Nokia
Indoor dance course, with
ambient audio. Contains
stitching artifacts.
VSenseVaude (VV)

4096x2048, 25fps
TU Ilmenau
Cheerleading session indoors,
with ambient audio.

4096x2048, 25fps
TU Ilmenau
Indoor scene of a band
playing Brazilian music. With
audio.
OculusBeach (OB)*

4096x2048, 30fps
VSense
Video with animation content
and a main character. Contains
various shots (indoors and
outdoors) and audio.

4096x2048, 30fps
VSense
Video where a girl speaks to
the camera. Contains audio
and various indoor and
outdoor shots.

3840x1920, 30fps
Oculus
Camera moving in a city.
Contains music and two shots:
one in daylight and one at
night.

Screenshot

Resolution
Provider
Description
Name (ID)

OculusMotion (OM)

Screenshot

Resolution
Provider
Description

3840x1920, 30fps
Oculus
Scene with music of a beach
at sunset with people dancing
and moving.

projection, monoscopic, and had at least a resolution of
3840x1920 pixels and 25 fps. Screenshots of these sequences
and their main characteristics are shown in Table II. The original videos were provided by Nokia, TU Ilmenau, VSense [93],
and Oculus. The selected sequences present a wide range
of content characteristics, including one video with camera
motion (OM), one with animation scenes (VL), and different
spatial and temporal complexities, as shown by the Spatial
Information (SI) and Temporal Information (TI) indices [10]
represented in Fig. 1. As it can be seen, SI and TI have been
computed in three different projections, i.e., equirectangular
(ER), cube-map (CM) and spherical (SP), to account for
possible inaccuracies due to projection distortions [9], [99],
[100]. Although small differences can be observed, the three
domains’ computations are highly correlated and show a wide
distribution of spatial and temporal properties of the dataset.

Fig. 1: Scatter plot of SI and TI of the source sequences in
ER, CM and SP projections.

Eight different HEVC coding configurations were applied
to generate the test videos, including four uniform encodings
(using homogeneous QPs) and four non-uniform encodings
(using different configurations of tiles). For the uniform configurations, the following QPs were used: 15, 22, 32, 42,

while Fig. 2 shows the settings for the non-uniform ones. As
it can be seen, two different structures of tiles were used,
and smooth and abrupt transitions between adjacent tiles were
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Vertigo Scale [83]: The single-question method proposed
by Pérez et al., which evaluates simulator sickness stating
the question “Are you feeling any sickness or discomfort
now?” and using a five-grade scale (from “no problem”
to “unbearable”).
• Short-SSQ [84]: Another single-question method proposed by Tran et al., which evaluates simulator sickness
in terms of dizziness using the question “How is your
level of dizziness or nausea?” and a five-grade scale (from
“absolutely not dizzy” to “very dizzy”).
These questionnaires were filled by the participants (not
wearing the HMDs) in various moments during the test
session (see details in Subsection III-E), so it was possible to
analyze the evolution of the symptoms. In all those moments,
each participant filled the full SSQ and one of the singleitem questionnaires (always the same), which were randomly
assigned to obtain balanced samples.
•

Fig. 2: Settings for the non-uniform coding configurations.

considered. The encoding of all the test sequences was done
using the Kvazaar encoder, applying period = 2s, gop = 0
(structure disabled), and ref = 1 (forcing reference frames).
Also, for each encoded video, three sequences were created
with different duration using the first 10 seconds, the first 20
seconds, and the whole 30 seconds video5 .
C. Evaluation methodologies
The participants in the tests were asked to freely watch and
explore the test contents and rate them in terms of audiovisual
quality and simulator sickness according to the following
methodologies.
1) Audiovisual quality: In order to validate test methodologies for subjective quality assessment of 360° videos, two
methodologies were implemented in different laboratories [7]:
• ACR: Single-stimulus method where the test videos are
presented to the observers in random order, and they rate
the stimuli independently on a five-grade category scale,
from 5 (excellent) to 1 (bad).
• DCR (or DSIS): Double-stimulus method where, for each
test video, the observers first watch the corresponding
reference video, and they rate the degradations on a fivepoint scale, from 5 (imperceptible) to 1 (very annoying).
The impact of two different ways to collect observers’ ratings was investigated. On one side, the Unity-based application
Miro3606 [101] was used, which allows the presentation and
rating of the videos in the HMDs and the recording of the
ratings and head-rotation data. On the other side, one lab also
collected the ratings that the observers provided verbally [36].
In this case, the participant had to say the number of the rating
aloud, and the experimenter noted it down. In both cases, the
rating scales were displayed in the HMD after each test video,
and the observers were able to evaluate all the test videos
without removing the HMD to rate.
2) Simulator sickness: In order to study appropriate methods to evaluate simulator sickness with 360° video, three
different questionnaires were used in the cross-lab tests:
• Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) [76]: The
widely-used method by Kennedy, which evaluates 16
symptoms grouped in 3 factors: oculomotor, nausea, and
disorientation. Each symptom is evaluated using a fourgrade scale (0=none, 1=slight, 2=moderate, and 3=severe). In addition to global scores for each factor, a total
score can be computed.
5 This dataset is publicly available at: https://www.its.bldrdoc.gov/vqeg/
video-datasets-and-organizations.aspx
6 https://github.com/C-Cortes-spa/Miro360

D. Environment and Equipment
The tests were carried out by ten laboratories at Wuhan University (China), AGH University of Science and Technology
(Poland), Roma TRE University (Italy), Centrum Wiskunde
& Informatica (The Netherlands), Nokia Bell-Labs (Spain),
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (Spain), Ghent University
(Belgium), RISE Research Institutes of Sweden (Sweden), TU
Ilmenau (Germany), and University of Surrey (United Kingdom). The tests were conducted in controlled environments in
all laboratories, where the observers were seated in a swivel
chair, so they could rotate freely to explore the 360° videos.
To study the influence of the HMD, four different devices
were used in the cross-lab tests: Samsung GearVR, a mobile solution based on attaching a smartphone to an HMD
support with a resolution of 1280x1440 pixels per eye and a
refresh rate of 60Hz; Oculus Rift and HTC Vive, consumer
desktop solutions with resolutions of 1080x1200 pixels per
eye and 80Hz and 90Hz, respectively; and HTC Vive Pro,
high-resolution (1440x1600 pixels per eye and 90Hz) solution
available both tethered and untethered.
E. Session structure
As can been seen in Table I, two test conditions were
evaluated in each lab. The evaluation of the two test conditions
was done by the same participants, following the session
structure depicted in Fig. 3, which was followed by all
laboratories. Firstly, an introductory session was performed
with the participants, where instructions for the test were
provided, visual screening was performed, and training video
samples were shown to appropriately adjust the HMD and
familiarize them with the test methodology. Also, consent
forms and background questionnaires were filled. At the end
of this session, any doubts or questions from the participants
were clarified. Then, the participants evaluated the test stimuli
corresponding to the first test condition and, after a break of 15
minutes, they evaluated the corresponding ones for the second
test condition. At the end of the test, the participants were
requested to answer some more general questions about it.
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Fig. 3: Diagram of the structure of the test session.
As aforementioned, the participants were asked to fill questionnaires to evaluate simulator sickness, which was done
various times during the test session. As depicted by the red
arrows in Fig. 3, these questionnaires were filled before the
training session (1), after the training session and just before
starting the evaluation of the first test condition (2), after the
evaluation of the first test condition (3), after the training and
just before the evaluation of the second condition (4), and at
the end of the test (5).
The test sessions lasted less than 90 minutes, and the evaluation of each test condition did not last more than 25 minutes,
approximately. In those cases in which DCR methodology was
used, and longer test sequences were evaluated, a subset of
the test stimuli was considered to satisfy those time limits. In
particular, the source contents NokiaDojo, CheerLeading and
OculusBeach (marked with * in Table II) were not considered
to generate the test stimuli used in test conditions B (AGH), C
(Roma3) and D (CWI), and in this last case, the non-uniform
coding configurations using 8x5 tiling patterns were also not
used (marked with ** in Fig. 2).
F. Observers
A total of 306 participants took part in the cross-lab test
(38.9% women, 61.1% men), with ages ranging between 18
and 79 (average of 28.8). Vision screening was carried out
before the tests, to assure that observers had a standard or
corrected-to-normal vision in terms of visual acuity and colour
vision. The participants were also asked to fill a background
questionnaire in which they had to indicate their experience
using VR/AR headsets. All details by lab and in total are
reported in Table III. A total of 60 participants performed
the tests in UPM & Nokia (Test F), who were organized so
that each observer evaluated two HMDs, thus, each HMD was
evaluated by 40 participants.
IV. R ESULTS
A. Audiovisual quality
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show some of the results obtained for
audiovisual quality in terms of Mean Opinion Scores (MOSs)
and 95% confidence intervals. On the one side, Fig. 4 shows
the results from one lab that evaluated all test sequences:
Test A, performed at Wuhan, to study the impact of sequence
duration (10s vs. 20s) using ACR. On the other side, Fig. 5
shows the results from all laboratories for a characteristic SRC
video (VSenseLuther), as an example to show the behavior
of the obtained results in all laboratories. These two figures
provide illustrative examples of the results obtained in all
laboratories for all Processed Video Sequences (PVSs) and test
conditions, which can be found in the supplemental material.
The following subsections present the statistical analysis of
the results obtained for the evaluated test conditions related
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with the main contributions provided to ITU-T Rec. P.919 [9].
In particular, when comparing conditions evaluated within the
same laboratory, we used mixed-model analysis [102] and
post-hoc tests (applying Bonferroni corrections for multiple
comparisons when required). The reference significance level
considered in all analyses is α = 0.05.
In essence, mixed-effect modelling allows to study the
datasets with both fixed-effect factors (described below) and
random-effect factors (subject and PVS) and the conclusions
can be generalized to the populations sampled by the randomeffect factors [103]. The reason for using mixed models analysis is to compare means (despite the scale used in the test being
discrete), which would technically not allow using classical
linear regression. Classical regression analysis assumes the
normality, homoscedasticity, and serial independence of regression residuals [104]. However, this analysis does not focus
on residuals and residual normality, but a normal distribution
can approximate the differences in MOS and means since the
central limit theorem can be applied. However, the central limit
theorem could fail for specific voting behaviors or at the end of
the scale. Nevertheless, those are the corner cases, and we are
interested in the general differences among the test conditions
(see the considered test conditions in Table I).
1) Influence of methodology: In principle, the two methodologies employed in the test, namely ACR and DCR, were
not directly compared by any of the laboratories involved.
Nonetheless, as the same conditions were employed in different labs to test the influence of the sequence length for ACR
and DCR, it is possible to perform an inter-lab analysis to understand the influence of the selected methodology on the final
scores. In particular, we compare the results obtained in Test A
(ACR: 10s vs 20s) and Test C (DCR: 10s vs 20s), as well as the
ones obtained in Test B (ACR: 20s vs 30s) and Test D (DCR:
20s vs 30s). In our analysis, we exclude any sequence that was
not present in both the test sessions under exam, to ensure a
fair comparison. Results of the Mann-Whitney’s U test show a
significant effect of test methodology for Test A with respect
to Test C (z = −6.6370, p < 0.001, r = 0.1024), as well
as for Test C with respect to Test D (z = −3.2416, p =
0.0012, r = 0.0560), albeit with a smaller effect size. To
further understand whether the sequence length might affect
the differences among methodologies, we compare the two
methodologies separately per sequence length. To do so, we
aggregate the results obtained in Test A, B, C, D, and E, while
considering only the lowest common group of contents and
distortions. Mann-Whitney’s U test shows a significant effect
of methodology for sequence length of 10s (Test A, Test C,
and Test E: z = −8.1081, p < 0.001, r = 0.1700) and 20s
(Test A, B, C, and D: z = −4.9043, p < 0.001, r = 0.0870),
whereas no significant effect of methodology was observed
for sequence length of 30s (Test B, Test D, and Test E:
z = −1.6306, p = 0.1030, r = 0.0329). Results indicate
that the choice of methodology might have an impact on
the distribution of the scores, especially for certain sequence
lengths, as MOS values are on average 0.24 higher when using
the DCR methodology as opposed to the ACR methodology
(for Tests A, B, C, D, and E, and all sequence lengths:
z = −8.5471, p < 0.001, r = 0.0962). However, the effect
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TABLE III: Number, age distribution, and experience with VR/AR headsets of the observers. One participant from Roma3 did
not report his/her experience.
Lab

Test ID

Wuhan
AGH
Roma3
CWI
Surrey
UPM & Nokia
Ghent
RISE
TU Ilmenau

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Total

Number of Observers
Total
Female
Male
30
15
15
40
13
27
30
8
22
28
14
14
31
10
21
60
25
35
30
4
26
28
16
12
29
14
15
306
119
187
38.9%
61.1%

Min
20
18
21
21
19
20
23
22
20
18

Age
Max
30
79
57
60
44
31
45
66
37
79

Avg
24.5
28.5
30.6
27.6
25.9
23.2
31.6
41.6
25.9
28.8

Times=1
8
13
7
2
13
18
3
3
4
71
23.20%

Experience with VR Headsets
Times<5
5<Times<20 Times> 20
15
7
0
17
8
2
10
2
8
12
5
6
12
3
2
32
9
1
14
7
5
16
8
1
18
4
3
146
53
28
47.71%
17.32%
9.15%

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Every day
0
0
2
3
1
0
1
0
0
7
2.29%

Fig. 4: Results of MOSs from Test A (Wuhan) using ACR with videos of 10s (blue) and 20s (orange). Uniform encoding
schemes are indicated with the QP, non-uniform ones are named by the tiling division and transition (A: Abrupt, G: Gradual).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 5: Results of MOS from all laboratories (considering the tested conditions) for VSenseLuther. Charts for the rest of SRCs
can be found in the supplemental material.
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TABLE IV: p-values for a mixed model and different test
conditions. For conditions involving sequence duration also
p-value without VSenseLuther sequence is presented.
ID

Lab

A
B
C
D
E

Wuhan
ACR, 10s vs. 20s
AGH
ACR, 20s vs. 30s
Roma3
DCR, 10s vs. 20s
CWI
DCR, 20s vs. 30s
Surrey
ACR: 10s vs. 30s
UPM
GearVR vs. Vive
&
GearVR vs. Vive Pro
Nokia
Vive vs. Vive Pro
Tethered vs.
Ghent
untethered HMD
RISE
With vs. w/o audio
TUI
Scoring app vs. voice

F
G
H
I

Test Condition

p-value with
VSenseLuther
0.005
0.326
9.4e-09
0.014
9.03e-06
0.1087
0.2230
0.0014

p-value without
VSenseLuther
6.4e-06
0.754
0.089
0.001
0.035

0.562

N/A

0.006
0.046

N/A
N/A

N/A

sizes we obtain in our comparisons imply that the effect, if
existing, is quite small. In addition, the patterns of the results
obtained in the involved labs (i.e., expected decreasing quality
when increasing uniform QPs and no big differences among
the non-uniform configurations considered in the tests, as
shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, and in the supplemental material),
validate the use of ACR and DCR methodologies for subjective
assessment of coding quality for 360° video. Thus, these two
methodologies were included in the ITU-T Rec. P.919 [9].
2) Influence of sequence duration: Regarding the influence
of sequence duration, we present in Table IV the p-values
obtained for the different tests considering these conditions.
As we can see, all compared conditions, except ACR 20s
vs. 30s, are statistically significant but with different significance level. Since the obtained results are aggregated over
different conditions and SRCs, the results’ visual investigation
is necessary. Further, inspection shows that one of the sequences (VSenseLuther) showed unexpected results compared
to the other videos. For Wuhan (Test A), the 20-second
sequences have, most often, higher MOS (see Fig. 4), except
for the sequence VSenseLuther. For Roma3 (Test C), again
for VSenseLuther, we obtain a significant decrease in the
quality, as observed in Fig. 5 (c) (see also all the results from
this lab in the supplemental material). That might have been
caused by the new scene in this particular sequence, that is
not displayed for the first 10 seconds. Thus, in addition we
present results obtained without the VSenseLuther sequence
(see Table IV). The new results showed the higher statistical
significance of Wuhan (Test A) and CWI (Test D), while
for Roma3 (Test C) the results stopped being significant.
For Surrey (Test E) the significance was reduced, and for
AGH (Test B) the results were still not statistically significant.
For Wuhan, ACR 20s comes with higher scores. It is not
an effect distinctly visible for a single scene. However, the
mixed model’s analysis allows us to see all the sequences
together, also normalizing each sequence quality’s influence.
Since in Wuhan (Test A) general differences between MOS for
10s and 20s can be observed (see Fig. 4), the overall result
shows the statistical significance, and it was shadowed by
VSenseLuther reverse influence. After removing this sequence,
we conclude that 20-second sequences obtained higher MOS
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by 0.12 than 10s (χ2 (1) = 20.3, p = 6.4e − 06). Also for
CWI (Test D), the effect without the VSenseLuther sequence
is more substantial, and again more extended sequences obtain
higher MOS by 0.14 (χ2 (1) = 10.2, p = 0.001). The effect
observed for Roma3 (Test C) is mainly, or even only, caused
by the extreme difference obtained for the VSenseLuther
sequence. Thus, after removing it, the effect is not observed
anymore (χ2 (1) = 2.90, p = 0.089). Again removing this
sequence is necessary since it is not consistent for the first
and last 10 seconds. It should be noted, that apart from
Roma3 (Test C), AGH (Test B) also did not gather significantly
different results, which, in this case, this could be caused by
the subjects inconsistency. Since there are two contradicting
subject removal algorithms described in ITU-R BT.500 [6] and
ITU-T P.913 [7], we decided to not use any of them and leave
for the further research this particular condition.
To go one step further and analyze for which test stimuli
there were significant differences, Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests
(non-parametric tests for related samples) were computed,
after checking the non-normality of the gathered scores, and
applying Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons.
Only significantly different pairs were identified with VSenseLuther: one pair (QP42, p = 0.0002) among 64 for Test A
(Wuhan), 3 pairs (6x3-abrupt with p = 8.6e − 06, 8x5-abrupt
with p = 8.4e − 05, QP42 with p = 0.0003) among 35 for
Test C (Roma 3), and 2 pairs (6x3 gradual with p = 0.0007
and abrupt with p = 0.0002) among 48 for Test E (Surrey).
No significantly different pairs were found for Test B (AGH)
among 40 pairs and Test D (CWI) among 25 pairs.
These results evidence that no systematic effects of the
sequence duration on the quality ratings are generally observed, while, as expected, differences can be obtained when
using characteristic videos with changing properties during
time (e.g., VSenseLuther). Thus, subjective tests of coding
degradations with 360° videos can be done with sequences of
10 seconds, taking into account these effects, as reported in
the ITU-T Rec. P.919 [9].
3) Influence of HMD: On the one side, three different
HMDs were compared in UPM & Nokia (Test F). The mixedmodel analyses showed no significant differences comparing
the mobile Samsung GearVR HMD with the desktop HMDs
(χ2 (1) = 1.48 and p = 0.2230 for Vive Pro, χ2 (1) = 2.57 and
p = 0.1087 for Vive), although, surprisingly, slightly higher
MOSs were obtained with GearVR. However, significant differences were found comparing HTC Vive and HTC Vive Pro
(χ2 (1) = 10.16, p = 0.0014), with better MOSs for the HTC
Vive, which provides a lower resolution than HTC Vive Pro.
However, the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests did not show any
significantly different pair among all the possible comparisons
(144) among the HMDs for all test videos.
On the other side, the comparison between HTC Vive Pro
with and without cables (Test G performed in Ghent) did
not show any significant differences, neither from the mixedmodel analysis nor from the post-hoc tests.
These results evidence that any commercial HMD (tethered or untethered) can be used in visual quality tests with
360° videos, provided that it has enough resolution and refresh
rate to represent the content that is going to be tested, as
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included in the recommendation ITU-T P.919 [9].
4) Influence of audio: To check the influence on quality
assessment of watching the 360° videos with or without audio,
the results from the Test H, carried out by RISE, were analyzed. The mixed model analysis shows that silent sequences
obtained MOSs higher by 0.075 (χ2 (1) = 7.51, p = 0.006).
The measured difference is statistically significant but minimal, and visible only by analyzing all sequences. Analyzing
the differences between all the pairs with Wilcoxon SignedRank tests (with Bonferroni corrections), no significant different pairs are detected among the 48 possible comparisons.
These results support that it is possible to use test stimuli
either with or without audio to evaluate visual quality, as
included in the ITU-T Rec. P.919 [9]. Nevertheless, it should
be noted that no spatial audio was used in these tests, so
it should be considered that, especially when dealing with
non-uniform degradations, off-screen sound may influence
audiovisual quality ratings.
5) Influence of method to collect ratings: To check the
influence of the two tested methods to collect the observers’
ratings (i.e., through the application and verbally), the results
from the Test I, carried out by TU Ilmenau, were analyzed.
The mixed model shows the border case with (χ2 (1) =
3.975396, p = 0.046), which is theoretically statistically
significant, but indicating a very similar performance of both
methods. In fact, the post-hoc Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests
showed no significantly different pairs among the 48 test
videos compared. Therefore, both voting interfaces or verbal
voting are recommended in the ITU-T P.919 [9] for evaluations
performed with 360° videos.
6) Minimum number of observers: To compute the minimum number of observers required per laboratory, we base our
analysis on the desired statistical power 1−β = 0.8. Given the
within-subject design and the assumed non-normality of the
data, we consider the case of a one-tailed Wilcoxon signedrank statistical test aiming to determine whether one distortion
leads to higher MOS scores concerning another. Assuming a
type I error probability α = 0.05, and an effect size of r = 0.5
(in our test, the observed range was r = [0.46, 0.62]), we use
the free software G*Power [105] to obtain a minimum sample
size of N = 28. This is in line with an estimation as outlined
in Brunnström, and Barkowsky [106], using VQEGNumSubjTool7 . For this, we considered a within-subject design with
the same statistical power of 0.8, a standard deviation of
0.9 (which is a bit higher than we can expect in regular 2D
video quality test), and a MOS difference of 1. Considering
that the number of PVSs in each sub-experiment is about
50, and that we are looking at all possible comparisons (i.e.,
50·49/2 = 1225), the result was also N = 28. This calculation
is based on the t-test, which is more efficient as it relies
on parametric statistics and would give a lower number, but
considers multiple comparisons with an overall α = 0.05 for
each experiment. These results supported the recommendation,
included in ITU-T P.919 [9], to have at least 28 participants
in similar subjective tests with 360° videos.
7 https://slhck.shinyapps.io/number-of-subjects/
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B. Simulator Sickness
1) Test methodology: The scores collected from the widelyused SSQ [76] can be considered a ground truth for simulator
sickness measurement. Thus, these results are used to analyze
whether the implemented test methodologies are appropriate
for simulator sickness. The distribution of all the symptoms
shown in Fig. 6 (a), evidence that the simulator sickness
of the participants was low, with only some slight/moderate
symptoms. The distribution of the total scores also confirms
it (computed form the evaluated symptoms according to [76])
shown in Fig. 6 (b), since mainly low scores were obtained.
Regarding the evolution of simulator sickness during the test
session, the results shown in Fig. 6 (c), demonstrate a positive
effect of the break and no significant differences between the
symptoms before and after the training.
2) Long vs. short questionnaires: To analyze the performance of the single-item questionnaires used in the test, their
results are compared to those obtained with the long SSQ,
serving as ground truth. Fig. 7 (a) and (b) show the boxplots
of the total scores (obtained from the long SSQ) grouped by
the Vertigo scale [83] and by the Short-SSQ [84], respectively.
In both cases, the differences among the single-item levels 0
to 3 are statistically significant (p < 0.05) after computing
Kruskal-Wallis and post-hoc Mann-Whitney (with Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons) tests. Also, the dotted
lines represent the score distribution. As it can be seen, while
the Short-SSQ provides a bit wider scores distribution (more
scores in bins 1 and 2), the Vertigo scale covers a broader
range of SSQ Total Score (bins 0-3 are more separated). Also,
Fig. 7 (c) shows the correlation coefficient of the average
total scores from the long SSQ with the Vertigo and ShortSSQ average scores (per lab and measurement point), 0.90
and 0.88, respectively. These results show that: (i) single-item
questionnaires provide valid coarse-level information about
simulator sickness; (ii) to compute the “Mean Sickness Score”
for a test session (no individual scores needed), they can safely
replace the full SSQ; and (iii) these two properties do not
depend on the specific single-item questionnaire used.
To test whether all 16 symptoms of SSQ are needed to have
a good understanding of simulator sickness for 360° video,
three alternative sub-samplings were evaluated: the Virtual Reality Sickness Questionnaire (VRSQ) [79], the CyberSickness
Questionnaire (CSQ) [80], and new factor analysis (New-FA)
performed on the SSQ results of the cross-lab experiments
to be used for benchmarking purposes. To obtain a similar
number of items and factors as CSQ and VRSQ, New-FA
considered 2-factor decomposition with oblimin rotation, keeping the eight symptoms with loadings greater than 0.5. The
Pearson correlation coefficients between the SSQ total score
and the rest of the total scores are greater than 0.9, as shown in
the Table V. The correlation coefficients between VRSQ and
SSQ scores for the factors disorientation and oculomotor, and
the total score are 0.910, 0.960 and 0.958, respectively. These
results evidence that VRSQ can be a good shorter alternative
to the SSQ for scenarios addressing 360° video.
Therefore, both Vertigo scale [83] and VRSQ [79] have
been included in the recommendation ITU-T P.919 [9] as
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Fig. 6: Global results of simulator sickness: (a) Distribution of all symptoms, (b) Distribution of the total score, (c) Results
on each measurement point.
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Fig. 7: Simulator sickness results from single-item questionnaires: (a) Boxplot of total scores grouped by the Vertigo scale [83],
(b) Boxplot of total scores grouped by the Short-SSQ [84], (c) Total scores vs. Vertigo/Short-SSQ scores (average in each lab
for each measurement point) and Pearson correlation coefficient.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8: Results of the participant’s exploration (histograms of covered portions of the longitudinal range) of the test sequences.
TABLE V: Pearson correlation between SSQ total score and
the rest of total scores.
Questionnaire
SSQ
VRSQ
CSQ
New-FA

SSQ
1.000
0.958
0.918
0.951

VRSQ
0.958
1.000
0.870
0.905

CSQ
0.918
0.870
1.000
0.878

New-FA
0.951
0.905
0.878
1.000

alternatives to the SSQ [76].
C. Exploration behavior
The head rotation movements recorded through the HMD
sensors while the participants watched the 360° videos allow
the analysis of exploration behaviors depending on the different test conditions addressed in the experiment. The coverage

results are shown Fig. 8, which provides information on the
degree of horizontal exploration of the test contents by the
participants. So, the abscissa axis represents the fraction of
the sphere longitude that has been visited by them, while
the ordinate axis represents how many times (as normalized
frequencies) a certain portion of the sphere was visited,
accounting for all participants and test videos. Thus, the right
end of the abscissa axis (value “1.0”) reflects the probability
that the entire horizontal range is explored.
Fig. 8 (a) shows the coverage related to test conditions
involving DCR methodology and different sequence duration.
As expected, the participants explored more longer videos, as
shown by the higher frequencies achieved for the exploration
of the whole longitudinal range with 30-second sequences.
On the contrary, with 10-second sequences the participants
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explored mainly less than half of the range. Generally, similar
results can be seen with ACR methodology in Fig. 8 (b).
Furthermore, the coverage related to conditions comparing
different HMDs are depicted in Fig. 8 (c), showing that
untethered devices (e.g., Samsung GearVR and HTC Vive Pro
without cables) allow a wider exploration of the test sequences.
Finally, Fig. 8 (d) shows the coverage related to test conditions
involving sequences with and without audio and the two rating
methods (i.e., rating app and verbal voting). On the one side,
the participants explored more the silent sequences, which can
be due to the fact that in those cases audio is not leading
the participants’ attention, especially in certain videos with
characters speaking (e.g., VSenseVaude). On the other side,
providing the ratings orally may allow a wider exploration of
the sequences thanks to not holding the controllers, letting the
participants to move more comfortably.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents a cross-lab study on subjective quality
assessment of 360° video that was carried out within the
IMG of the VQEG involving ten laboratories and more than
300 participants. The obtained results were instrumental on
the development of the ITU-T recommendation P.919. These
tests allowed to analyze the influence on the visual quality
ratings, simulator sickness, and exploration behavior of several
factors. In particular, the tests have shown the validity of
ACR and DCR methodologies for subjective assessment of
short 360° videos, the possibility of using 10-second sequences (with or without audio) for quality assessment tests
and any commercial HMD (that satisfies minimum resolution and refresh rate requirements), and the adequacy of
both VR voting interfaces and verbal rating to provide the
evaluations. Statistical analyses have shown that a minimum
number of 28 participants is recommended for this type of
tests. Also, methods to assess simulator sickness have been
analyzed, recommending the most appropriate ones for tests
with 360° videos. Finally, this work has resulted in the
generation and publication of a dataset of subjectively assessed
360° content to foster future research. Future work will focus
on: 1) obtaining more outcomes from the gathered subjective
results with deeper analyses, 2) the study of the performance
of objective metrics and the development of new models, and
3) the research on methodologies to assess other influencing
factors not covered in these test, which require the use of
longer 360° sequences for an appropriate evaluation, such as
immersion and presence.
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